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Abstract: Following the modification of the boundaries of the territorial administrative units (UAT), but 

also of the county limits, the land books are influenced on a case-by-case basis, so that it is updated 

through documentation.The present work was done for the purpose of inscribing the C1 construction – 

"Wind power plant" in a book land affected by the UAT limit change; on the building CFE 30157 outside 

the built-up area of Toplet, UAT Toplet, following the measurements and the office operations, a 

documentation on interrupted flow, on service code: MODUAT with deposit at BCPI Caransebes / OCPI 

Caras-Severin, in order to update according to the new UAT limits, building CFE 30157 Toplet, UAT 

Toplet passing Orsova (out of town), UAT Orsova, according to the limits of E-Terra III.The "MODUAT" 

documentation obtains both the location and delimitation plan (PAD) targeted by the Office of cadaster 

and real estate advertising Caras-Severin on the outside the built-up area of Orsova, UAT Orsova (which 

belongs to OCPI Mehedinti). By using this PAD, the documentation will be submitted on the code “2.1.1 

– First real estate registration" + "2.6.1 – Construction registration" at BCPI Orsova / OCPI Mehedinti, 

containing a specification in the technical memory that the building is also affected by the modification of 

the UAT limit. The proof is the PAD endorsed by OCPI Caras-Severin.As a result, the cadastral inspector 

allocates a new cadastral number and a new land book number of the building “CFE 30157 Toplet, UAT 

Toplet”, namely CFE 54023 outside the built-up area of Orsova, UAT Orsova and also inscribes in the 

new land book the building C1-54023 – "Wind power plant", thus issuing: End of admission of land book 

CFE 54023 Orsova, UAT Orsova, Information extract of the land book CFE 54023 Orsova, UAT Orsova 

as well as the Plan of location and delimitation of the building CFE 54023 Orsova, UAT Orsova.In order 

to avoid double evidence, following the allocation of the new cadastral number and the new land book 

number on UAT Orsova, by BCPI Orsova / OCPI Mehedinti, according to UAT and county limits based 

on E-Terra III data, the beneficiary of the documentation of "MODUAT", respectively "First real estate 

registration" request to terminate the land book no. 30157 Toplet, UAT Toplet at BCPI Caransebes on 

the code "2.4.1 – Deletions" + the code "2.5.1M – Material error correction". The application will 

display the following: End of book admission land CFE 54023 Orsova; the site and delimitation plan 

(PAD) targeted by the Cadastre Office and real estate advertising Caras-Severin on the built-up area 

outside Orsova, UAT Orsova; the site plan and delimitation (PAD) targeted by the Office of cadaster and 

real estate advertising Mehedinti on Orsova, UAT Orsova as well as a copy after the identity document, 

following that at the term assigned to the request the chief registrar should order the cessation of land 

book no. 30157 Toplet, UAT Toplet. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A property guaranteed by law, a correct, transparent and easy to manage record is the 

European intention. Achieving such an aspiration involves political will, financial effort and 

concerted actions of several state institutions (HERBEI, M. V. ET ALL., 2010, 2016). 

The National Agency for Cadaster and Real Estate Advertising has a defining role in 

identifying and registering real estate and in creating the real basis for valuing, taxing and 

guaranteeing properties, thus contributing to the security of real estate transactions. The 

success of the Agency presupposes that the political, economic, administrative decisions create 
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a structured and coherent conceptual and action framework, with the main objective being the 

development of the unitary cadaster and land book system (SMULEAC, A. ET ALL., 2012, 2017). 

A fully functional land registry and land registry system is the key element in the 

economic development process (ŞMULEAC, A. ET ALL., 2015), securing private property rights 

over buildings. It serves as a fundamental mechanism for the registration and transfer of real 

estate assets from one entity to another, establishes and records the real rights and provides 

information for mortgages and financial development. This is an optimal operating 

environment for all the activities of the real estate market. Also, information on real estate is 

the foundation of territorial development, as well as for the creation of an infrastructure of 

territorial planning and urban planning policies (ȘMULEAC, L., ȘTEFANCA, L. ET ALL., 2017). 

The main normative act for the Integrated Cadaster and Real Estate Advertising 

System in Romania is Law no. 7 of March 13, 1996. The normative framework was 

fundamentally changed by the Government Emergency Ordinance no.41 / 2004 (GEO), which 

amended this law regarding the structure of the land book offices of the courts, integrating 

them into within the newly established National Agency, creating 42 cadaster and real estate 

advertising offices (OCPI), subordinated to ANCPI, in each county and in Bucharest. 

Starting with 2006 in our country, the e-Terra system is implemented (the integrated 

information system for cadaster and real estate advertising through which ANCPI manages the 

cadastral register and land book of Romania). 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The kinematic measurements were made in the outskirts of Orsova with the Leica 

1200 series GPS equipment (ŞMULEAC, L. ET ALL., (3), which is a device that contains a 

multitude of applications (NEX, F.; REMONDINO, F. (2014). The 1200 series GPS can be used 

either as a reference station or as a rover for both static and kinematic (RTK) measurements 

(SIMON M. ET ALL., 2018). 

 

 

In the work for the GPS 

measurements, I used the static method, 

and the data acquisition was performed at 

5s, where I activated the Long Raw 

Observation  function (5s). The metering 

engine used is the SmartTrack type which 

acquires satellites in seconds. The antennas 

used are dual frequency type: AX1202GG 

and ATX1230 GG with SmartTrack and 

supports GLONASS, GPS and GALILEO 

signals. The raw data obtained can be 

exported directly from the GPS1200 

receiver, but for the present work, the data 

were downloaded using the Leica Geo 

Office Combined program, namely RAW 

data. The GPS reference system is WGS 

84 (World Geodetic System). 

In order to realize the postprocessing of the data obtained from the field (by parking 

with the GPS equipment on the concrete terminals), the RINNEX data from the Permanent 
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Stations had to be acquired as well, also at 5 seconds. Together with the data acquired before, I 

did post-processing, obtaining the WGS 1984 of stationary terminals coordinates on the field. 

This GPS 1200 equipment can also be used in addition to the classic topographic 

surveys (ŞMULEAC, L. ET ALL., 2016) to the drawing, monitoring, and seismic measurements. 

The 1200 series GPS receivers are designed to work in the toughest conditions and can 

withstand falls and vibrations, operate during rain and snow at temperatures between - 390C 

and + 640C. 

The raw data transformation (RAW DATA) from the ETRS89 system into the 

STEREO'70 system was performed in the framework of the TransDatRO program, after which 

the points in AutoCAD were reported using the TopoLT program. The calculation of the 

coordinates from the ETRS'89 reference system in the system Stereografic'70 was made with 

the software TransDat 4.01 produced by ANCPI. 

The permanent GNSS stations from which the RINNEX data was operated at 5s are: 

Drobeta Turnu Severin, Resita and Făget (table1). 

Table 1 
Permanent GNSS stations used in the post-processing 

COORDONATE ELIPSOIDALE – ETRS89/ STEREO `70 

Denumire 

Staţie 

permanenta 

Clasa B[m] L[m] He[m] 

Resita (RESI) A 
45° 17' / 

426168  N 

21° 53' /    

256908 E 
256 m 

Faget (FAGE) A 
45° 51' / 

487750 N 

22° 10' /           

280960 E 
216 m 

Drobeta Turnu-

Severin (DRTS) 
A 

44° 37' / 

350251 N 

22° 38' /         

312438 E 
90  m 
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Figure.1 Land Book 30157 on UAT Toplet, to be updated on UAT Orsova 

 

After performing and processing the measurements, I passed the preparation of the 

documentation on interrupted flow, on the service code: MODUAT with submission to BCPI 

Caransebes / OCPI Caras-Severin, in order to update according to the new limits of UAT, the 

building CFE 30157 Toplet, UAT Toplet passing on Orsova (out of town), UAT Orsova, 

according to the limits of E-Terra III (figure 1). 

 

Following the submission of the documentation on the code "MODUAT", we obtain 

the location and delimitation plan (PAD) targeted by the Office of cadaster (ŞMULEAC, A. ET 

ALL., 2016),  and real estate advertising on the outskirts of Orsova (figure 2), UAT Orsova 

(belonging to OCPI Mehedinti). 
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Figure.2 PAD with OCPI Caras-Severin visa on UAT Orsova 

 
Once I obtained the PAD targeted by the Office of cadastral and real estate advertising 

Caras-Severin on the Orsova outskirts, UAT Orsova (belonging to OCPI Mehedinti), I went to 

step no.3, namely the preparation of the documentation on the code "2.1. 1 - The first 

registration of the building "+" 2.6.1- Registration of constructions" submitted to BCPI Orsova 

/ OCPI Mehedinti, with the specification in the technical memory of the fact that the building is 

also affected by the modification of the UAT limit, the proof being the PAD endorsed by OCPI 

Caras Severin. 

The cadastral inspector to whom the documentation for approval is allocated allocates 

a new cadastral number and a new land book number of the building “CFE 30157 Toplet, UAT 

Toplet”, namely CFE 54023 extravilan Orsova, UAT Orsova and also inscribes in the new land 

book the building C1 -54023 - “Wind power plant”, issuing as follows: Completion of the 

admission of the CFE 54023 Orsova, UAT Orsova land book, CFE 54023 Orsova land 

information information extract, Orsova UAT as well as the location and delimitation plan of 

the CFE 54023 Orsova building, UAT Orsova (figure 3 and 4). 
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Figure.3 Land Book 54023 on UAT Orsova, UAT Orsova 

 
Figure.4 PAD with OCPI Mehedinti visa on UAT Orsova, where the buildings appear as well 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Following the allocation of the new cadastral number and the new land book number 

on UAT Orsova, by BCPI Orsova / OCPI Mehedinti, and according to the limits of UAT and 

county in the E-Terra III database, the beneficiary of the documentation of "MODUAT", 

respectively "The first real estate registration ”submits a request for the cessation of the land 

book no. 30157 Toplet, UAT Toplet at BCPI Caransebes on the code“ 2.4.1-Radiere ”+ the 

code“ 2.5.1M - Material error correction ”, attaching the application: End of admission of the 

land book CFE 54023 Orsova; the plan of location and delimitation (PAD) targeted by the 

Office of cadastre and real estate advertising Caras-Severin on the outskirts of Orsova, UAT 

Orsova; the plan of location and delimitation (PAD) targeted by the Office of cadastral and real 

estate advertising Mehedinti on the outskirts of Orsova, UAT Orsova as well as a copy after the 

identity document, following that at the term assigned to the request the head registrar will 

order the cessation of the land book no. 30157 Toplet , UAT Toplet (figure 5 and 6). 

 

 
Figure.5 Conclusion of CF issued by OCPI 

Mehedinti on UAT Orsova 

 
Figure.6 Note issued by OCPI Mehedinti for the 

cessation of CF sheet 30157 UAT Toplet 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

With the modifications and updates of the e-Terra system regarding the UAT limits, 

as well as the county limits, the land books that are located in their proximity are influenced as 

well. Eventually, the land books must be updated at the request of the owners, as the case may 

be. In the present case we can specify the following: 
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• By the documentation on the code "MODUAT" we obtain the site and 

delimitation plan (PAD) targeted by the Office of cadastre and real estate advertising Caras-

Severin on the outskirts of Orsova, UAT Orsova; 

• By the documentation on the code “2.1.1 - First registration of the building” 

+ “2.6.1- Registration of constructions” submitted to BCPI Orsova / OCPI Mehedinti,, the 

following are obtained: 

a. Conclusion of the admission of the land book CFE 54023 Orsova; 

b. The information extract of the land book CFE 54023 Orsova 

c. Placement and delimitation plan (PAD) targeted by the Office of cadastre and real 

estate advertising Mehedinti on the outskirts of Orsova, UAT Orsova; 

• By submitting the application on the code "2.4.1-Clearing" + the code 

"2.5.1M - Material error correction" at BCPI Caransebes, the sheet of CF 30157 UAT Toplet is 

stopped, avoiding double evidence 
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